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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
The subject of budgets is again one of the prominent
topics to be discussed in the programs of our many chapters during the coming year, as it always has been in the
past. While the budget idea is understood by most industrial accountants in its broad principles, there are many
who, attempting to apply those principles, find themselves
in difficulty. Our papers this time are presented with the
idea of coordinating these general principles and their
application. The first paper was delivered as a part
of the recent Babson Conference, while the second paper
was delivered first before the Cleveland Chapter and has
since been presented before several other chapters of
the Association.
Mr. F. Richmond Fletcher, the author of the outline
of budget procedure, is a native New Englander, and following the usual grammer school and high school education, attended Amherst College. Following his college
work, he had some extensive experience in the book business and library bureau in Boston, working out several
organization and special problems for them. From 1910
to 1916 he was engaged in public practice as an accountant
and industrial engineer in the firm of Cutter, Fletcher and
Company, and from 1916 to date has been connected with
the well known firm of accountants and engineers, Scovell,
Wellington & Co., and is now a partner with that organization.
Mr. L. A. Baron, the author of the second paper, started
his business career in the railroad shops of the New York
Central at Elkhart, Indiana. He later became connected
with the Search Light Gas Company of Chicago, but his
service with that organization was interrupted when he
a n s w e r e d t h e cal l t o t he colors i n 1917. F o l l o w i n g t he
War, he spent several years in sales work, but the urge
to get back into the accounting field finally held the upper
hand, and he became connected with the O. A. Williams
Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis in 1922. During
1923 and 1924 he was the Auditor of the Twyman ReManufacturing Motors Company of Indianapolis, and then
became associated with the Stutz organization in 1925.
Starting in the Manufacturing Cost Department, he was
promoted to the position of Comptroller of that organization in June, 1927. His paper is based very largely on his
work with Stutz in creating and installing a very successful budget program.
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A MANUAL FO R BUDGE T P REPARAT ION
MUCH has been said and written about budgets and budSOgetary
control that one might think all executives clearly understood the subject and were getting the benefits of budgetary control in their own business.
As a matter of fact, we have found that many executives have
not seen how to apply the budget idea and many of them feel that
it cannot be applied practically to their own problems.
For instance, according to these executives, conditions change so
rapidly that any budget will be so greatly at variance with the
actual results as to be meaningless. An examination of the records
of performance of the business for the last few years often shows
that the alleged changes are more apparent than real. Even if
there have been violent fluctuations, how much more quickly
they could have been appreciated and changes in policies made to
correspond (with resultant savings in inventories and production
costs), if a budget plan had been in operation, and the differences
between expectations and actual results had been brought forcibly
to the attention of the executives each month. Fluctuations are
reasons for budgets —not reasons against them.
Moreover, we are often told that the company has not kept
sufficient records, and the necessary data for a budget are not available. We usually find, however, that there is much more information available, in the hands of departments or individuals, than
the chief executives know is in existence. In a large number
of cases in which we have been employed to install budget plans
for our clients, the bulk of the requisite data was already available,
but was not recognized as such and no one understood how to bring
it together.
Even if the data are not as complete as we would desire, a start
always can be made with what there is. The results for the first
year naturally will not be as close to expectations as if the original
information were better, but executives are always surprised with
the success of this first year even from meagre data, and each
year thereafter becomes more accurate in forecasting results. Perfection the first year is not possible under any circumstances. The
important thing is to make a start. Improvement will always follow.
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Budgetary Control

Properly devised and carried out, budgetary control has these
definite benefits, to either a large or small business:
A. It gives the maximum assurance of the desired profitable
sales, production and financial program.
B. It enables costs to be used for current control rather than
mere history.
C. It minimizes uneconomical uses of capital, such as:
i. Undue expansion of plant to meet temporary sales
demand.
2. Inventories out of balance with sales and production
requirements.
3. Unwarranted investment in work -in process because
of lack of proper production control.
4. Unrecompensed financing of customers through excessive datings or excessive storage.
5. Irregular use of plant assets on account of uneven
sales demand.
D. It reduces waste through:
i. Study of costs and expenses before actual incurrence.
2. Institution of wage payments based on results.
3. Assignment of responsibility for expenditures.
4. Standardization of machinery and processes.
E. It indicates the importance of a sound plan of organization.
F. It provides a measuring stick for actual performances; no
executive is beyond the good influence of materializing
his plans for the coming period, and then checking the
results of yesterday's decision with today's evidence of
profitable results.
Advantages of Professional Guidance
The development of the budget is perhaps the most important
single act of the executives during the whole year, and it deserves
the greatest assurance of proper preparation. Such assurance is
best given when the executives work with a professional organiza265
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tion, the latter having the definite responsibility of supervising the
preparation of budgetary standards and properly co- ordinating the
whole budget. The professional adviser tackles the problem as a
definite job to be done; and, with the co- operation of the company
executives, he does it with the minimum of time and effort, for he
brings to his work the ability to get results promptly and effectively,
on account of his experience with similar work for other companies.
Moreover, the professional man brings to bear on the various
problems of sales, production and financing a detached judgment
unprejudiced by personal relations with heads of departments and
uninfluenced by "what we have always done ", and the final decision
on budgetary standards is more likely to be fair and accurate.
OUTLINE OF BUDGETARY PROCEDURE
The following outline presents the various matters that call for
consideration in the preparation of a budget. With this outline as
a foundation, a budget plan can be developed to meet the needs of
any industrial organization.
Budgetary Period
The basic procedure in preparing a budget plan includes careful
consideration of the length of the budgetary period.
A. The budget should envisage one or more natural periods
for the business.
B. The determination of the exact period is largely contingent
upon:
I. The business risk.
2. The Stability of the market
3. The methods of production and the length of the
process.
4. The normal selling seasons.
5. The methods of financing.
6. The length of the accounting period.
7. The availability of reliable statistical data regarding
past performances.
Minimum Profit Considered Essential
In order to set a definite mark which should at least be equalled
in the final adjustment of the budgetary estimates, the basic pro 266
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cedure also includes the determination of the desired profit for the
budgetary period. This profit, which is the minimum deemed
essential in view of the capital invested and the hazards involved,
is based on the following considerations:
A. From point of view of economic conditions:
t. Minimum or fair return on the investment, at rate
of interest obtainable from good marketable securities.
2. Additional return, or true profit, to provide against
hazards of the business and allow for growth.
B. From point of view of financing the business:
i. Amount of interest to be paid on borrowed capital.
2. Amount of dividend which it is reasonable to pay
to stockholders.
3. Amount of profit to be left in the business to provide increased working capital.
4. Amount of profit needed to cover increased cost of
future replacements of plant assets and to provide
for future expansion.
Volume of Anticipated Sales
With the desired profit in mind, the sales for the budgetary
period should be forecast, by:
A. Surveying the general business outlook.
i. Business cycle changes are of greatest importance in
the case of staple goods.
2. Business cycle changes are of least importance in
the case of specialties.
3. In most cases only a relatively small specific allowance need be made in sales estimates for business
cycle changes.
B. Analyzing market conditions for the particular industry;
and sales history and potential new business for the
particular company, by lines of product and by territories.
t. Market analysis is of least importance, and sales history greatest, in the case of staple goods marketed
for a long time under continuing policies.
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Market analysis is of greatest importance in the case
of new specialties.
3. Both sales history and market analysis are essential
in most cases —a combination of properly interpreting past results and properly evaluating future
possibilities in the light of consumer demand and
competition.
C. Considering proper channels of distribution.
D. Considering possible expansion or contraction of consumer
demand in the event of changes in selling prices.
E. Considering the reaction of sales volume to increased advertising and reaching a decision as to an appropriation
for that purpose.
F. Considering the spread of sales throughout the year (affected by seasonal demands, opening of new lines, discontinuance of old lines, etc.)
G. In the light of the above, deciding where the sales effort
will best be directed, and estimating the probable
volume of total and monthly sales, by lines of product
and territories, on the preliminary price basis.
2.

Selling and Administrative Cost
The total and monthly cost of selling and administration for this
anticipated volume of sales should then be estimated.
A. In so doing, consideration should be given to these three
classes of expenses:
i. Non - variable —such as administrative salaries, rents,
etc.
2. Wholly variable —such as commissions, shipping expense, etc.
3. Partially variable (increasing with volume but not
in direct ratio, the degree of variability being determinable from experience) —such as salesmen's
salaries, traveling expense, advertising, sales pro motion expense, branch office expense, etc.
B. The estimated expense should be distributed by lines of
product and by territories, on bases such as:
t. Geographical location.
2. Kinds of products sold.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Space occupied.
Customers served.
Sales effort expended.
Net sales.
Number of orders.

Production Facilities
In the light of the anticipated volume of sales, a careful study
must be made of the following points regarding the production
facilities:
A. The maximum capacity of the plant.
B. The minimum volume of production for economical and
efficient operation.
C. Maintenance of a reasonably steady rate of production, so
as to minimize labor turnover and avoid losses from
violent fluctuations in manufacturing operations.
D. The facilities required for scheduling the production to
cover the anticipated monthly volume of sales.
i. The sales forecast may exceed the present productive capacity under normal operation.
2. The sales forecast may be less than the present productive capacity under normal operation.
3. The sales forecast may approximate the present productive capacity under normal operation.
E. The balance of the facilities thus used, with an analysis
of over -used or under -used capacity by lines of product.
Production Cost

of

Anticipated Sales

Upon the basis of the estimated monthly production required
to meet the estimated sales volume, it is then necessary to calculate
the cost of sales, based on:
A. Material requirements budget (varying with volume)
i. At standard quantities according to bills of material.
2. At standard prices.
B. Labor budget (varying with volume)
i. At standard hours according to job analyses and time
studies.
2. At standard rates.
269
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C. Burden budget:
z. At standard amounts:
a. Fixed, with amount per unit varying in inverse
ratio to production —e.g., taxes, depreciation,
etc.
b. Wholly variable — e.g., inspection, material
handling and storage, etc.
c. Partially variable, with variability factor known
from experience —e.g., light, heat, etc.
2. At standard rate, representing proper absorption of
burden in costs at standard volume of production.
D. Inventories to be carried (at standard cost)
t. Raw materials.
2. Work -in- process.
3. Finished goods.
Preliminary Financial Budget
The next step is to prepare a financial budget showing the estimated changes in loss and gain accounts and balance sheet accounts,
thus requiring a consolidation of monthly estimates covering
principally:
A. Loss and gain accounts.
z. Sales income.
2. Other income
3. Cost of sales ( standard).
4. Adjustments of standard costs.
5. Selling and administrative costs.
6. Other charges.
B. Balance sheet accounts.
i. Inventories created by production and sales programs.
2. Sales terms, and course of collection of accounts receivable.
3. Purchase terms, and course of payment of accounts
payable.
4. Short -term indebtedness required to provide working capital for sales and production programs,
270
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and reductions under policy of current liquidation
of bank line of credit.
5. Long -term indebtedness or capital stock issue required to finance capital expenditures to increase
production facilities for handling the desired volume; and current reduction of long -term indebtedness.
6. Dividend requirements.
7. Balancing item -mash.
Final Budget Plan
The final step is a careful consideration of the inter - relationship
of the sales, production and financial budgets, to the end that:
A. The estimated volume of sales will be raised, if necessary,
to the amount required to produce the minimum profit
considered essential.
B. The volume of sales by lines will be adjusted, in the light
of the probable effect of a selling price adjustment upon
consumer demand.
C. The volume of sales by lines and the production budget
will be brought into accord so as to utilize best the
potential productive capacity —the plant capacity being
increased, if necessary, provided financing for this purpose is deemed wise.
D. The final sales and production budgets will be broken down
by divisions on a monthly basis, so that every sales or
production executive will be able to compare actual results and the standards.
E. The financial budget will be revised to reflect the approved
sales, production and financing data, and monthly estimated loss and gain statements and balance sheets will
be prepared which can be compared with actual figures.
From the foregoing it will be seen that the development of a
comprehensive budget involves the determination of the following
factors:
i. The budgetary period.
2. The minimum profit which is considered essential in
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view of the capital invested and the hazards involved.
3. The volume of sales, both as to quantity and cash
value, which may be reasonably anticipated in
view of economic conditions existing and sales
effort to be put f orth.
4. The selling and administrative cost of the anticipated
volume of sales.
5. The production cost of the anticipated sales.
6. The additional financing, if any, which will be necessary to execute the anticipated sales and production programs, including the cost of possible additional plant facilities.
To repeat in summary form what has been said in more detail,
when these six basic factors have been determined, a tentative
budget for the period selected should be prepared, predicated upon
the sales, cost and financial estimates included in factors 3 to 6.
This budget will show the resultant profit, the amounts available
for plant improvements, dividends, etc., and should include a balance sheet as at the end of the budgetary period.
This tentative budget may then be reconsidered in the light of
the minimum profit considered essential (factor 2 ) ; and a final
budget prepared modifying the tentative program as desired,
especially in regard to the volume of sales and unit selling prices,
so as to give effect to managerial policies determined after careful
study of all preliminary budget data. The final budget is then to
be broken down into monthly periods so as to permit frequent
comparison with actual operating results.

Value of Monthly Comparisons
Such a final budget is, needless to say, nothing more than the
well- considered expert opinion of the management and its professional advisers as to what the company's sales, costs and profits
ought to be during the budgetary period and what additional financing, if any, will be necessary. Comparison from month to month
of actual performance with the budget forecast is, however, one
of the most effective methods of administrative control yet devised.
As all heads of departments, superintendents and foremen are
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consulted in the determination of the basic factors under their
control from which the budget is evolved, responsibility for any
marked deviations in actual performance from the budget forecast,
not caused by unusual and unforeseen economic conditions, can be
fixed logically upon the departments concerned. Knowing this
to be so, everyone in the organization is keenly interested in seeing
to it that his department, at least, lives up to its program, and a
fine spirit of competition and emulation among the various departments thus is developed.
If material deviations of operating results from the budget forecasts develop, revision of the estimates for the remainder of the
budgetary period is often necessary. While it is of course no
easy matter to curtail quickly or expand a production program, if
the actual orders received differ from the anticipated sales, a
change in factory production orders must be made, or the sales
program modified to keep pace with the production program, and
the budget revised accordingly.
It is, in fact, the definite charting of these deviations in actual
results from those anticipated, made possible by the adoption of the
budget plan, that is invaluable to management in fixing responsibility, in measuring efficiency, and in making timely changes in
business policies so that an even flow of production may be maintained without the piling up of unnecessary and costly inventories
and the uneconomical outlay of capital.
Profit-Ma king Sho uld Be Sc ientific

This is an age of research. Almost every company large or small
takes pride in the fact that it is maintaining an experimental department for the purpose of developing new or improved products
and devising better and more economical manufacturing methods.
That the labors of the experimental department are often barren
of results is seldom regarded as a valid reason for its discontinuance; it is considered to be a worthwhile activity on general
principles.
Is not a little research work in connection with profit- making
equally worthwhile? After all, the prime purpose of any business
enterprise is to earn profits, and plans to this end should be made as
scientifically and exactly as possible.
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From our experience in a wide variety of industries, we are convinced that a budget plan is absolutely necessary for proper managerial control, and that its installation has resulted invariably in
many benefits.
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BUDGETING AS APPLIED TO AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURING
some time past I have tried to find the original user of a
FORbudget
in business. To date I have been unable to determine
who was the first to apply this means to the control of plant or
merchandising operations. All I can find is that the budget is considered one of management's tools, but so far it has shown itself
to be the best one developed for the control and regulation of an
individual business.
The use of budgets is not a new fad. What makes the subject
interesting today is the fact that business in general is just now
finding out what a budget can do. Within a few more years the
use of a budget for the control of business will be as commonplace
as the adding machine which we use to add our items of expense
and income.
When the historians finally trace back the history of commercial
budgets they will find probably that it had its origin along about
the time of the first adding machine, which is the Abacus. This
device is supposed to have originated over 2,000 years ago.
George Washington, the Father of our country advocated the use
of the budget plan of accounting. Two years before his death he
wrote to his adopted son advising the boy to keep an account
book. In this letter, he said:
"Where no account of this sort is kept there can be no investigation, no correction of errors, no discovery, from a recurrence thereto, where too much or too little has been appropriated to particular
uses. From an early attention to these matters important and
lasting benefits may follow."
Regardless of where or how the budget originated, the historians
are going to give a lot of credit to "competition" for the development of this tool as it is used today. With the intense competition
in business today, and with the consumer demanding more and
more for his dollar, a workable budget is almost a necessity.
Competition demands that we build more labor and materials
into our products. If we are to meet this competition, labor,
material and burden must be controlled in such manner that the
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proper portion of each item will be reflected in the selling price of
our products. When these cost ingredients are properly apportioned
the consumer will buy our product and give us a profit for producing it.
Business today is a science, and the budget is considered the
scientific method of controlling and regulating the individual business. A budget should control not only the expenses of business,
but it also should be your interior control on the volume of business
which it is your right to secure and hold.
In our organization we like to consider our budget as a solution
of a proposed problem. We advise all of our dealers and distributors to use a budget, and as a guide f or them we have published a book which we have titled, "A Suggested Budget Control
For Stutz Dealers ". This publication contains forty -one pages
of printed matter. The figures and schedules which are used
are not theory, but are an exact reproduction of the 1927 sales
and service budget of one of our most successful distributors. In
this publication we make the following assertion:
"Business today can and should be controlled with considerable
accuracy. Up to date business methods have permitted business
to become practically a science —an accurate science — wherein, if
the business man be given certain conditions as a basis of his operation, he can and should predict what will happen in all phases
of his business activities."
"In any science, a problem must be based on certain assumptions.
In geometry, the whole science is based upon certain axioms or
assumptions considered to be true. In engineering, some one must
tell the engineer what it is that is to be accomplished before the
engineer can arrive at the scientific facts in the case."
"Likewise, in a business, someone must be responsible for the
assumption on which the business is based and such assumptions
of course devolve upon the management, or, in other words, the
executives of the company. The management having assumed the
responsibility of conducting the business and having designated the
basic principles upon which the business shall be conducted, a
budget setting forth in figures the results of these principles can be
prepared."
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The Chamber of Commerce of the United States has this to say
about budgets:
"It is the spirit behind the budget that is important, for a budget,
to amount to anything, must be predicated at least upon a knowledge
of what a plant can do, of what are reasonable sales expectancies,
of what financial resources are required and available for the sales
and production program."
"At th e very outset it should be emphazised that the budget
cannot, nor is it intended, to take the place of able, and skillful
executives. The purpose of the budget is to reconcile and coordinate the efforts of these executives, to draw from them
definite promises of accomplishment from which to set definite
goals and to check actual performance in the terms of these goals,
and we may safely go on the assumption that, if we draw from the
executives definite promises of what they expect to do, `it follows
as the day the night,' they will leave no stone unturned to make
good on these promises. For, if they fail for reasons within their
control, it means eventually a change in management."
In the July 15th, 1928 issue of the N. A. C. A. bulletin, you will
find an article by Dean John T. Madden, on "Economical Considerations Affecting Commercial Budgets ".
Dean Madden compared the "Budget Expert" to the "Efficiency
Engineer ", whom he says "were the recipitants of lucrative fees
for their services." He says that experts in the art of "efficiency
engineering" drifted over to the new era of "scientific management", and that now the "Budget Expert" is arriving on the scene
and is receiving universal attention from the harassed and perplexed industrialists.
These Budget Experts are putting out the same line that the
Efficiency Engineer" used fifteen to twenty years ago. Like their
predecessors these experts will have to take up a new thought a
few years hence, for a budget or a budget system will not run a
business by itself alone. Mr. Madden expressed this very thoroughly when he said:
"One of the characteristic faults of our American industry has
been the tendency to depend either upon a formula or to exaggerate
the importance of a mechanism."
Dean Madden concludes his address by saying, "Use a budget,
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but do not get t he n ot ion t ha t it i s the onl y tool in t he kit ."
That is the way we use our budget. It is just one of the tools
in our kit, but we find it a pretty handy tool and we naturally
value it accordingly.
A few months ago a manufacturer of office equipment printed
the following story in his house organ:
"The President of one of America's greatest business organizations was approached by a writer who proposed, without expense
to the corporation, to write a biography of the founder of the business."
"No," said the President, courteously but emphatically.
The writer was astonished, he had expected his proposal to be
received with enthusiasm. "May I ask," he inquired when he had
recovered his composure, "why you decline so promptly and emphatically."
"Because," said the President, "in this age of speed our organization cannot afford to spend its time looking over its shoulder
into the past. The policies of the founder of this business are well
known, and that is all we need of yesterday. Our faces must be
turned forward. Today's business is almost over as I speak." The
clock on his office wall pointed to the hour of four, — "We are now
concerned with tomorrow's business."
This article went on for a few more paragraphs extolling the
virtues of forever looking forward with never a glance to the rear.
Many of these exponents of "fore- sight" are traveling under the
banner of "budget experts ". They are the kind of experts that
Dean Madden speaks of. They would like to make the business
world believe that all that is necessary, is to look into the future,
write up a budget to cover the prospective, and then pass out the
dividend checks.
Any business firm which would follow literally, the teachings of
these foreful exponents of fore- sight, will one day find themselves
driving their business without the aid of a "rear -view mirror ".
They are going to get bumped because they failed to take into consideration what was behind them. A good budget plan does not
only look into the future, but it provides that "rear -view- mirror" to
observe and take recognition of the past.
Our actual performance compared with our budget is our "rear 278
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view- mirror ". It shows us what to look out for. It gives us a picture of the past, and wherein our past failed to come up to our
expectancies. Having this rear view we are able to regulate our
actions for the future, and it is only by correcting these errors of
past performances that we can make future performances coincide
with our budget expectations.
Our business is the manufacture and sale of high grade automobiles. When new models are produced the selling prices usually
must be determined months before they are offered or announced
to the public. Before these selling prices can be determined we
must have a very good idea as to the number of cars which we can
sell during the life of the model. We must also know what it is
going to cost us to produce and sell those cars.
I said that we used our budget as a tool and that we found it
a rather handy tool. When we make up our general budget this
tool forecasts for us:
ist —Our Sales.
A. The total quantity and kind of cars we will sell.
B. When they will be sold.
2nd —Our Income
A. The amount of income.
B. When it will be realized in Cash.
3rd —Our Production
A. The quantities of each product to be made.
B. When to make.
4th —Our Expenditures
A. The amounts for material, labor, supplies, expense and
equipment.
B. When it will be paid out in Cash.
5th —Our Profit
A. The amount of profit.
B. When it will be realized.
6th —Our Financial Position
A. The amount of financing necessary.
B. When it must be provided for.
C. When it can be liquidated.
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The first step in the make up of our budget is for management
to give us our "problem or assumption ". In other words management must tell the organization how many automobiles we can
expect to sell over the budgeted period. Without an accurate
sales prediction we cannot forecast income, expense or profit.
Management must not only predict sales, but it must also predict
what the profit should be if the cars can be produced and sold
at a certain price. This is a figure which is set at a certain per cent
of our gross sales. With management predetermining what our
sales and profit should be we can safely say that we can only
spend so much money to produce and sell the product. When
management has once determined what the profit should be it is
a hard and fast rule that this profit shall not be cut into by expenditures that can be controlled.
Management having given the accounting division a prediction
of sales by months and by models, it is an easy step to convert
the same into income for each month and for the budgeted period
as a whole.
A production and shipping schedule to comply with the sales
forecast is next worked up. For budget purposes we consider our
processing time as approximately ten days, and twenty -five working
days for the month. If the factory is working smoothly this means
that each day we should produce on the final line 470 of our total
monthly quota. Not later than the i8th of the preceding month
we would have had to start the production of certain units necessary to meet this 470' of quota.
To meet a production and shipping schedule of this nature it
is necessary to have 9o7o of our parts in the plant at least ten
days before they are to be converted into a completed car ready for
the dealer or consumer. It is up to our production and purchasing
departments to arrange their purchasing of materials to meet the
production schedule that will tie in with the sales forecast.
Forecasting our expenditures is the next step. This requires
the greatest amount of work from the accounting department.
These expenditures are broken down into productive materials,
productive labor, commercial expenses and manufacturing expenses.
Market conditions, expected volume of business and design of
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product all play a part in the estimation of our direct material
costs. Our engineering department furnishes to the purchasing
agent a bill of material to cover each type of car. From this bill
of material a very careful estimate of the proposed material costs
is f orecasted.
From this same bill of material and past experience the plant
manager forecasts direct labor. As materials are purchased to
meet production schedules it is fairly easy to predict payment
dates for this item, the same can be said for productive labor. The
purchasing agent is held accountable to the management for his
prediction of material costs and the plant manager is accountable
for the direct labor costs.
For accounting purposes our expenses are divided into two
classes :
Commercial Expenses.
Manufacturing Expenses.
For control purposes these two classes of expenses are divided
into schedules, and certain officers or executives are held accountable for the performance of each schedule.
Under commercial expenses we have three schedules with responsibility as follows:
Administrative Expenses: Treasurer.
General Office Expenses: Treasurer.
Sales and Advertising Expenses: Vice President.
Under manufacturing expenses we have five schedules as follows:
Direct Manufacturing Expenses: Plant Manager.
Fixed and General Expenses: Comptroller.
Purchasing Department Expenses: Purchasing Agent.
Engineering Department Expenses: Chief Engineer.
Service Expenses: Service Manager.
Each of these schedules is a break down of the different items
of expense applicable to the proper schedule, such as salaries, supplies, traveling expense, scrap labor and material, depreciation,
rentals, maintainance, etc. There are a total of 155 different items
on these several schedules. Some of the items, such as salaries
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and supplies are applicable to several of the schedules, while many
of these items such as scrap losses or depreciation apply to one
schedule only.
Each item of expense on each schedule is forecasted for each
month for the year. In making these different schedules of expense the executives, who are held accountable for the administration of the different schedules, are consulted freely and they are
given every opportunity to write in their own version of a budget.
Being in complete charge of their own department they naturally
should be able to foresee certain expenses which the accounting
department would know nothing about at this time. They possibly have in mind certain increases which they wish to make in
the salaries of their employees, or certain operations which they
contemplate carrying on. All such items are written into the
budget under their proper headings, and in the month in which
the departmental heads expect these charges to occur.
The make up of our Direct Manufacturing Expense schedule requires more care and detail than all other schedules combined. To
make up this schedule we first predict the expenses by departments. By an analysis of our direct labor costs we determine
the percentage of direct labor per car for each of our manufacturing departments. By comparing the past payroll of each manufacturing department to the total past productive labor in each
department we are able to get the total departmental payroll ratio
to productive labor.
Assuming that our analysis shows us that for a certain department our productive labor is $io per car and our total payroll is
1255' of the productive labor. This would give us a payroll cost
Of $12.50 per car for the department. Assume that our schedule
for any month in this department called for 1,000 units we can
safely predict that our payroll for the department for the month
be $1 2 , 5 0 0 •
By analyzing the different expenses of this department for the
past six months we find our ratio of expense to each $loo of
payroll. This is done for each item of expense in the department.
By multiplying the expected payroll per month by the past expense
rate, we arrive at a very satisfactory estimate of each of the variable expenses in each department for each month. By tabulating
W ill
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the expenses which appear in more than one department we arrive
at the total for that expense for each month of the year. These
tabluations are then written into our Direct Manufacturing expense schedule.
After making up our several expense schedules we make our
forecast of Other Income and Other Expenses. These schedules
cover such items as Discount Earned, Interest Earned, Returns
from Scrap Sales, Loss on Bad Accounts, Interest on Loans, Etc.
Having predicted our income and expenses we proceed to forecast a profit and loss statement, month by month. This is carried
out in detail and includes all items which appear on our monthly
P & L Statement. When this P & L budget is completed we
know in advance what month should show a profit and which
should show a loss.
One of the most important steps in our budget procedure is
our financial forecast. This forecast sets forth the probable financial position of the company at the end of each specific month or
period. To arrive at this financial forecast we make up two
schedules. First: Anticipated Disbursements, which is a month
by month detail of all expenditures for all purposes. This includes all expense schedules minus depreciation and other accrued
expense, but includes such deferred expenses from previous periods, as will have to be paid out in cash during the budgeted
period. Second, is a Financial forecast month by month. This
schedule shows the cash balance at the beginning plus receipts
and loans, if necessary. The total is the available cash for disbursements. Total cash minus all disbursements and repayment
of loans, gives the cash balance at the end of each month.
To convert our sales into cash income is rather easy as all of
our cars are sold for cash. (This applies to the automotive industry as a whole, we are no exception in this respect.) Either
certified check for drive -aways or sight draft B/L attached for all
cars shipped. As these drafts are returned within an average of
ten day or less we can say safely that on the ioth of any month
the sales of the preceding month will be converted into cash income and placed to our credit in the bank.
Our completed budget forecasts for us month by month, our
sales, our income, our production, our expenses, our profit or
loss, our expenditures and our cash in bank. All of this work
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is done without the use of any special forms. The rough drafts
or working papers are made up on standard thirteen column
analysis paper.
The budget in this form is passed on to our Vice - President who
acts in the capacity of General Manager. Naturally his first concern is to see that the total profit agrees with that profit which he
had predetermined should be made on the yearly business. If the
profit shown by this prediction is less than he had contemplated
the entire budget is revised. Each departmental head is asked to
scale down his possible expenses at the points where it could be
done to the greatest advantage. In this manner we eventually
pull down our anticipated expenditures to the point which will
show a profit in line with what had been anticipated, and which
will allow us to sell our product at the prices set.
If the profit shown by our first make up is greater than our
anticipation the management may or may not authorize the expenditure of more money for activities which they deem advisable to
strengthen.
When the budget is finally accepted by the General Manager, the
figures on the working papers are typed on the regular 8 3/2"x13"
legal size plain paper. Copies are distributed to the department
heads and officers responsible for the budget performance.
Each month we make up a complete set of operating statements
which tie in with our budgeted forecasts. Each schedule of expense is made up in detail and shows for each item, the budget
for the month, the actual for the month, and the amount saved
or over, and the net total saved or over for the month: The cumulated budget to date, the cumulated actual, and the cumulated savings or over, and the cumulative net total saved or over. A
perusal of these monthly reports shows in a very short time why
our profit or loss is deviating from our budgeted figure.
Here is where our budget becomes our "rear- view- mirror."
When our performance is compared with our forecast, and it shows
that a certain item of expense is running over the forecast, it
guides our future action in regard to this particular expense. It
tells us where we should use care and discretion in the spending
of money. It shows us the items which need particular watching
so that we will eventually attain that one thing, profits, which
is the reason for the existence of any business concern.
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Copies of these schedules are distributed to the executives responsible for the performance on each schedule. In addition to
the performance schedule we also pass out on the loth of each
month the expenses for the succeeding month. This acts as a
reminder to each executive, and keeps him up to date on what
he can spend and keep within the budget.
The new International Encyclopedia gives a rather detailed definition for the word budget. It says that in its primary significance it is "a term which designates the periodical financial statements laid before a legislative body. As such it embraces the
report of receipts and expenditures for a prior fiscal period and an
estimate of the receipts and expenditures for a future period ". The
International further says "an ideal budget would calculate revenue
and expenditures with such nicety as to bring about an exact balance; but such precision is practically impossible except when
the revenue system, by its elasticity, permits an adjustment of income to expenditure ".
By the use of our budget system we have been able to make
some very accurate predictions. At the end of November, 1927,
our cash balance equaled our predicted balance. For the same
month the expenses of operating our Service Department were
$1.21 less than the forecast. The actual net profit for our company
for the year 1927, differed from our forecasted and budgeted net
profit by only $111.12. On one list of expenses for the year 1928,
involving over $299,000 the actual was $23.81 over the budget.
For the past three years our actual experience as compared with
our expense budgets has shown a saving. Forecasts which consistently perform in this manner remind me of what the tramp
said when he was handed a buck saw with his dinner, "Surely this
can not be a coincidence ".
One writer has listed fourteen benefits that can be derived from
the use of a budget. This list of benefits covers our case so aptly
that I am quoting it here:
1st. It is a marked influence in the most economical use of
working capital, since it is planned to utilize plant facilities and current assets to the maximum of their potentiality.
2nd. It prevents waste, since it regulates the spending of
money for a definite purpose and in accordance with ap285
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propriations established by the executives of the business.
3rd. It places definitely —just where it belongs —the responsibility for each function of the business.
4th. It makes for co- ordination. It compels all departments
of a business to co- operate in attaining the results fixed by
the budget.
5th. It presents in cold figures the best judgment of executives committed to a definite business objective, Thus
guarding against undue optimism which often leads to
over expansion.
6th. It acts as a safety signal for management since it indicates the variance between its estimates and the actual results obtained from period to period, or from month to
month. Thus it shows when to proceed cautiously as well
as when manufacturing or merchandising expansion may
be safely undertaken. It is an automatic check on the
judgment of the executives —a check frequently revealing
losses in time to stop the waste.
7th. It is the most potent force in business for the conservation of the resources of business, since it regulates the
spending of money within the confines of income.
8th. It is invaluable to management in determining the effect
of sales, production and financial policies.
9th. It compels management to study its markets, products,
methods and service, thus disclosing ways and means for
strengthening and enlarging the business.
loth. It compels management to study and to plan for the
most economical use of labor, material and expense.
i ith. It is the only means for predetermining when and to
what extent financing will be necessary.
12th. It makes business more interesting to management. It
sets up a target to shoot at and provides a gauge for
measuring the accuracy of the shot. It is a test of the
ability of management to make things happen in accordance with a well ordered plan.
13th. Managements which have developed a well ordered Budget Plan, and which operates accordingly, find greater
favor from their bankers and Boards of Directors.
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14th. It compels management to fortify itself with adequate
Accounting, Cost Accounting and financial records.
Every accountant here should appreciate that last reason. Without an adequate accounting system it is impossible to operate a
budget. You will find also that the operation of a budget will
reveal many defects in your accounting procedure. The use of
our budget system has helped us to find many accounting errors.
All of you possibly have had the experience of making charges
to the wrong accounts which were not shown up until your annual
audit was in process. When you operate on a budget 95% of
these errors are revealed in time to correct your entries before
your figures are written into your periodical operating statements.
The administration of our direct manufacturing expense schedule
at one time gave us more trouble than all other schedules combined.
We have thirty -three manufacturing departments which are supervised by fifteen different foremen. Naturally where the expenses
of these departments were combined in one schedule we found it
rather difficult to lay our finger on the exact reason why manufacturing expenses would not tie in with the budgeted forecast. In
the fall of 1927 we gave this problem a great deal of thought.
We investigated systems used by several different firms, and
finally adopted a plan which was put into effect January 1, 1928.
The thought back of this plan was this: "If we can sell our
foremen on the idea that they should spend not more than `so
much' for any one expense in each of their departments they should
be able to keep that expense within the limit set ". This is the
thought we used on our major executives when our budget was
first put into effect.
By analizying past expenses in the departments month by month,
and comparing these expenses with the departmental payroll for
the same period we were able to determine rates for each expense
in each department, per $loo of departmental payroll. (For 1928
we are changing this to each loo hours of departmental labor.)
Having determined the ratio or measure of expenses for each department the next step was to sell the foremen on these rates
and the budget plan as a whole. I talked to each foreman and
explained to him how such a budget would be administered and
how we had determined what the departmental rates would be.
The majority of our foremen looked upon this as a very good idea.
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They recognized in the proposed scheme a possible means of
measuring their own efficiency.
To enable the foremen to correct conditions in their departments
as soon as possible we adopted the plan of giving them weekly
reports on their performance. These weekly reports are in the
hands of the foremen within ten days after the close of the pay
period. This weekly budgeted performance shows the budget for
the week, the actual expense for the week and the savings or loss
for the week, with the same information cumulative for the month.
Budget, actual and savings are shown in black, all losses are shown
in red.
To stimulate the foremen's interest in the budget, I prevailed
upon the management to make an appropriation of $ioo a month
to be awarded as prizes for budget performance. These prizes
are given as follows: to the foreman saving the greatest percentage of possible expenses, $30; second greatest percentage of savings, $25; third, $ 2 0 ; fourth, $15; and fifth, $io.
When the weekly budget performances are sent out a general
letter covering the performance for the week is sent to all concerned. This letter gives the standings for each department for
the month to date, and also warns all f oremen to bear down on
all expenses which are showing up in red on their reports. The
foreman of any department showing a net red figure for the month
is asked to report to the Comptroller and explain "why ". These
explanations gathered each week are written up in a general report and submitted to the management with our monthly operating
statements. This method eliminates digging into past history for
the "why ".
As conditions change in our plant f rom time to time we have
found that rates of expense in the different departments also have
to be changed. A budget committee composed of the Production
Manager, Assistant Production Manager and myself, are empowered to change expense rates when conditions warrant. Certain
departments may be showing up in red for a given expense. If
an analysis of conditions in this department shows that the cause
is beyond the control of the foreman the rate is increased. If the
savings of any expense in any one department are so great as
to attract attention, and we find that such savings are caused by
a change in manufacturing procedure, the rates are lowered.
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This method to date has shown us some very interesting performances. We have found it a very good gauge to check the
efficiency of a foreman. Compared with past experiences, expenses controlled in this manner show a savings of i i.6i %. For
each $i given out in prizes, our savings have amounted to approximately $65.
Summed up, there is no better way for me to tell what our budget does for us than to paraphrase one of Kipling's poems:
"I keep six honest serving men
(They teach me all I know)
Their names are What, and Why, and When,
And Where, How Much, and Who."
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